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The Blue Book Network Announces Integration of ONETEAM and Procore

The Blue Book Network announces an integration of ONETEAM, an innovative tool for bid
management, and Procore, a leading provider of cloud-based apps for construction.

Jefferson Valley, New York (PRWEB) April 17, 2017 -- The Blue Book Building and Construction Network is
happy to share the news that transitioning from a project’s bidding to construction phase has never been
simpler. Thanks to The Blue Book Network’s new collaboration with Procore, a leading provider of cloud-
based apps for Construction, general contractors can win more work and succeed on the jobsite by staying on
top of project information and documents. Fostering and creating new relationships between general contractors
and subcontractors will become further streamlined by leveraging The Blue Book Network’s qualification
information.

The ONETEAM/Procore integration will facilitate general contractors’ workflow by allowing them to export
project information and awarded subcontractors from ONETEAM to Procore for project management.
ONETEAM helps users assign private subcontractors to projects using their qualification information as well as
specified tags. Growing a contact list of qualified subcontractors is easy with The Blue Book Network’s
database of over one million qualified subs, suppliers, and manufacturers. Pre-construction teams are now able
to communicate, collaborate, and receive bids securely and effectively with social-media-style messaging.

“We are always looking for partners who can develop integrations on the Procore platform that provide added
value to our users,” said Laura Cook, senior product marketing manager, Procore. “ONETEAM offers a time-
saving solution that allows Procore users to seamlessly transition from bidding to the construction phase, and is
a welcome addition to the growing number of integrations available today on the App Marketplace.”

“The Blue Book Network is excited about ONETEAM’s integration with Procore,” said Ed Haege, Director of
ONETEAM. “For over 100-years, The Blue Book Network has successfully connected general contractors with
subcontractors during the bidding phase to help them win more projects. ONETEAM’s technology has
improved upon that legacy for our users and now, with Procore as a partner, that success can continue on the
jobsite.

The integration between companies promises to produce better results for general contractors from the bidding
phase to a project’s completion.

For further information on what this new integration can do for your business, please call 844-617-2478 or visit
ONETEAM.build.

About The Blue Book Building and Construction Network
The Blue Book Network, an employee-owned enterprise, is the largest, most active construction network in The
United States. For over 100 years, the commercial construction industry has depended on us for accurate,
complete and up-to-date information on the people and products required for their projects. The Blue Book
Network maintains a nationwide construction search-engine at http://www.thebluebook.com and provides a
complete suite of information, workflow and marketing resources. Our mission is to empower the construction
community to connect, collaborate and grow by telling their unique stories and building profitable relationships.
We provide the resources and opportunities that the industry needs to succeed.
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Contact Information
Veronica Finnegan
Contractors Register Inc. (The Blue Book Network)
http://www.thebluebook.com
+1 800-431-2584 Ext: 3575

Deena King
Contractors Register Inc. (The Blue Book Network)
http://www.thebluebook.com
800-431-2584 3076

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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